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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONSTRUCTION 
HOUSE STRUCTURES TO BE TRANSPORTED AND 

INSTALLED AT REMOTE LOCATIONS 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application is a continuation-in-part and related 
to the subject matter disclosed in the Applicant’s co 
pending application entitled “APPARATUS FOR 
TRANSPORTING HOUSE STRUCTURES OR THE 
LIKE,” ?led‘on Ser. No. 314,806, Dec. 13, 1972. 

’ BACKGROUND OT THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates generally to improvements in 

method and apparatus for constructing house struc 
tures and, more particularly, but not by way of limita 
tion, to an improved method and apparatus for con 
structing house structures or the like to be transported 
and installed at remote locations. 

2. Brief Description of the Prior Art 
In the past various house structure designs and fac 

tory or plant constructions have been proposed for 
constructing house structures of the type sometimes re 
ferred to in the art as “modules,” the house structures 
being transported and installed at predetermined loca 
tions in various states of completion. In some instances, 
the module house structure was virtually completely 
constructed within the building enclosure or plant and 
the constructed module house structure was then trans 
ported to a jobsite for installation. In other instances, 
the basic building components, such as the wall, the 
floor, and the roof were constructed in a panel or sub 
assembly form, the panels or sub-assemblies being 
transported and assembled at the jobsite to form the 
completed building structure. Whether the house struc 
ture was formed utilizing one or more completed mod 
ule house structures or formed by assembling the vari 
ous ‘pre-fabricated panels or sub-assemblies at the job 
site, the builder sometimes utilized component mod 
ules, such as a bathroom module which was con 
structed as a_ complete unit- at a factory and subse 
quently transported and installed at the jobsite, for ex 
ample. ' > 

Since the panels, sub-assemblies or completed mod 
ule house structures formed atathe factory generally 
have a relatively small value until they are installed and 
assembled at the jobsite, one of the problems plaguing 
the module house structure industry has been to ?nd an 
efficient, economical manner to maintain a reasonable 
production flow moving the house structures through 
the various production stages and to the jobsite. Since 
the module house structures are relatively large, one 
other related problem in the module house‘ structure 
industry has been the initial investment in the building 
enclosure or plant within which the module house 
structures are manufactured, most of the plants being 
relatively large for accommodating a number of mod 
ule house structures ‘in various stages ‘of completion 
representing a relatively large investment in permanent 
plant facilities. In those instances where the plant or 
building enclosure was substantially large and pres 
ented a substantial permanent investment, as men 
tioned before, the module house structure manufac 
turer had a limited flexibility with respect to relocating 
or constructing an additional plant facility at a location 
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2 
more desirable with respect to the present sales and 
labor market and with respect to jobsite access, the lat 
ter being an important consideration with respect to 
the time required to move the completed module 
house structures or components therefor. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
An object of the invention is to provide a method and 

apparatus for constructing house structures of the type 
to be transported and installed at a jobsite or the like 
in a faster, more efficient and more economical man 
ner. ‘ 

Another object of the invention is to provide a 
method and apparatus for constructing house struc 
tures of the type to be transported and installed at a 
jobsite or the like requiring a reduced building enclo 
sure area and a reduced permanent building enclosure 
construction and maintenance costs. 
Yet another object of the invention is to provide a 

method and apparatus for constructing house struc 
tures of the type to be transported and installed at a 
jobsite or the like utilizing available plant space in a 
more efficient and more economical manner. 
A still further object of the invention is to provide a 

method and apparatus for constructing house struc 
tures of the type to be delivered and installed at a job 
site or the like wherein the inspection and quality 
checking at various stages of production are effected in 
a more efficient and more economical manner. 

One other object of the invention is to provide a 
method and apparatus for constructing house struc 
tures of the, type to be transported and installed at a 
jobsite or the like in a ‘manner wherein the efficiency 
is increased and the costs of delivering various materi 
als to predetermined locations for installation at vari 
ous stages of production is substantially reduced. 
A further object of the invention is to provide a 

method and apparatus for constructing house struc 
turesof the type to be transported and installed at a 
jobsite or the like wherein the house structures are po 
sitioned at various stages of production to facilitate the 
loading of the house structures on a trailer apparatus or 
the like for moving the house structures to predeter 
mined locations in a faster, more efficient and more 
economical manner. 

Another object of the invention is to provide a 
method and apparatus for constructing house struc 
tures of the type to be transported and installed at a 
jobsite or the like which are economical in the con 
struction and the operation thereof. 
Other objects and advantages of the invention will be 

‘evident from the following detailed description when 
read in conjunction with the accompanying drawings 
which illustrate preferred embodiments of the inven 
tion. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic, schematic, plan view of a 
plant site for constructing house structures of the type 
to be transported and installed at remote locations, the 
apparatus of the plant site being constructed in accor 
dance with the present invention. 
FIG. 2 is a diagrammatic, schematic, plan view, simi 

lar to FIG. 1, but showing a modified plant site for con 
structing house structures to be transported and in 
stalled at remote locations in accordance with the pres 
ent invention. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Referring to the drawings in general, and to FIG. 1 in 
particular, shown therein and designated by the general 
reference numeral 50 is a plant site for manufacturing 
and constructing house structures or portions thereof 
of the type which can be transported to a jobsite for in 
stallation or the like, the plant site apparatus being con 
structed and operated in accordance with the present 
invention. As shown in FIG. 1, the plant site is con 
structed and disposed generally between a plurality of 
boundary lines, the boundary lines being designated as 
a north boundary line 52, a south boundary line 54, an 
east boundary line 56 and a west boundary line 58 for 
the purpose of clarity of description and orientation. 
The boundary lines 52, 54, 56 and 58 form an outer pe 
riphery encompassing the spacial area of the plant site 
50, the apparatus of the present invention being con 
structed, disposed and located within these boundary 
lines in a manner to be described in greater detail be 
low. 

In recent years, the construction of modular type 
house structures at factories or plant sites for delivery 
and installation at a jobsite has increased substantially. 
The particular construction of the house structure 
module varies considerably depending upon the partic 
ular manufacturer and the particular application; how 
ever, in general, each house structure module generally 
includes a basic house structure framework consisting 
of the exterior and the interior wall structures and, in 
some instances, includes the floor and roof structures. 
After the house structure framework has 'been con 
structed, the house structure module was then substan 
tially ?nished, the ?nishing of the house structure mod 
ules generally including such operations as: ?nishing 
the interior walls with a wood paneling or drywall, in 
stallation of various ?xtures, installation of the wiring 
and plumbing ?xtures, installation of various built-in 
appliances, installation of wall and ?oor tiles, installa 
tion of cabinets and kitchen counter ?xtures, and in 
stallation of the lighting and ventilation systems or por 
tions thereof, to name a few of the ?nishing operations, 
for example. 

In some applications, the house structure modules 
did not include a ?oor structure, a roof structure or 
some of the exterior wall structures, these particular 
house structure modules being more particularly con 
structed so that a number of such house structure mod 
ules could be tansported to a particular jobsite and in 
stalled in an interconnecting or integral fashion form 
ing a multi-level of a multi-unit type of house structure 
as, for example, an apartment, motel or other such 
housing unit complex. Although in some instances the 
exterior wall structures included paneling or other such 
decorative members, in some other instances, the 
house structure modules were constructed for installa 
tion at a jobsite in such a manner that a brick type of 
wall structure or the like could then be built about the 
exterior wall structures of the house structure module. 

The term “house structure” is utilized herein to gen 
erally refer to a house structure of the type to be con 
structed at a plant site or factory and transported to a 
jobsite for assembly and installation on a foundation as 
?rst-referred to above, or a house structure of the type 
to be constructed at a plant site or factory and subse 
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4 
quently transported to a jobsite and assembled and in 
stalled on a foundation and integrally connected with 
other house structure modules forming a completed 
complex of the type last-referred to above. The term 
“house structure framework” is utilized herein to gen 
erally refer to the basic frame construction of the house 
structure including the exterior and the interior wall 
structures and, in some instances, to the roof and ?oor 
structures or various combinations thereof. The term 
“?nishing of the house structure framework” or simply 
“?nishing” is utilized herein to generally refer to the 
various operations and constructions such as, for exam 
ple, the installation of the wiring, plumbing, wall panel~ 
ing, and the lighting and the ventilation systems or the 
like. It is to be speci?cally noted that the present inven 
tion is not to be limited to any particular type, style or 
design of house structure module; but, is directed to a 
method and apparatus for constructing house- structure 
modules in general and the terms de?ned above are uti 
lized herein solely for the purpose of clarity of descrip 
tion, the terms not being intended to limit the invention 
described and claimed herein to some particular, lim 
ited or narrow construction of the terms as applied to 
particular types of house structure modules or the like. 

A building enclosure 60 is constructed and disposed 
within the boundary lines 52, 54, 56 and 58. The build 
ing enclosure 60 is basically rectangularly shaped and 
has opposite sides 62 and 64 and opposite sides 66 and 
68, the sides of the building enclosure 60 being some 
times referred to below as the ?rst side 62, the second 
side 64, the third side 66, and the fourth side 68, for the 
purposes of clarity of description. 
The sides 62, 64, 66 and 68 of the building enclosure 

60 are interconnected to de?ne a wall 69 forming the 
outer periphery of the building enclosure 60 encom 
passing and enclosing an enclosed space 70. Each of 
the sides 62, 64, 66 and 68 extend a distance vertically 
upwardly from the level of a floor 72 and cooperate to 
support a portion of a roof structure (not shown), in a 
manner wellknown in the art. The ?rst side 62 and the 
second side 64 each include a plurality of spaced prod 
uct door openings 74, the ?rst side 62 more particularly 
including two product door openings 74 formed there 
through and the second side 64 more particularly in 
cluding three product door openings 74 formed there 
through. A pair of sliding doors 78 are movably dis 
posed within each of the product door openings 74, 
each pair of sliding doors 78 being movable to a closed 
position and to an opened position, and providing com 
munication between a portion of the enclosed space 70 
and a portion of the plant site 50 disposed generally 
outside the building enclosure 60 in an opened posi 
tion of the sliding doors 78. More particularly, three 
product door openings 74 are spaced at predetermined 
positions along the second side 64 of the building en 
closure 60 and two product door openings are spaced 
at predetermined positions along the ?rst side 62 of the 
building enclosure 60, each of the product door open~ 
ings 74 being ‘of a suf?cient size such that a house 
framework constructed within the enclosed area 70 can 
be removed from the building enclosure 60 via one of 
the product door openings 74 in an opened position of 
the sliding doors 78 associated therewith, for reasons 
which will be made more apparent below. 
A material door opening 80 is also formed through 

the ?rst side 62 of the building enclosure 60 and a pair 
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of sliding doors 82 are movably disposed within the ma 
terial door opening 80. The sliding doors 82 are mov 
ably supported for movement to an opened and a 
closed position for providing communication between 
a portion of the enclosed area 70 and a portion of the 
plant site 50 outside the building enclosure 60 via the 
material door opening 80 in an opened position of the 
sliding doors 82, in a manner similar to that described 
above with respect to the product door openings 74 
and the sliding doors 78. 

Building enclosures having door openings with slid 
ing doors disposed therein for opening and closing the 
door openings are well-known and a detailed descrip 
tion of the physical construction of the building enclo 
sure is not required herein. It should also be noted that 
the building enclosure 60 may include additional open 
ings forming window areas and additional door open 
ings with door members supported therein for use in 
cooperation with an office or the like in a manner well 
known in the art (additional openings for windows or 
entry type doors not being shown in the drawings for 
the purpose of clarity of description). Further, al 
though the building enclosure 60 has been shown in the 
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drawing as being basically rectangularly shaped, the ' 
method and apparatus of the present invention can also 
be utilized in cooperation with building enclosures of 
various shapes, such as circular, for example. 
The building enclosure 60 and the enclosed area 70 

thereof are particularly constructed such that a house 
framework can be constructed and assembled within 
the enclosed area 70 and removed from the enclosed 
area 70 via one of the product door openings 74 during 
the construction of the modular house structures. More 
particularly, a plurality of product construction bays 
are disposed within the building enclosure 60, each 
product construction bay consuming a portion of the 
enclosed area 70 of a sufficient size such that a house 
framework can be constructed and assembled within 
each of the product construction bays. As shown in 
FIG. 1, the building enclosure 60 includes ?ve product 
construction bays, each product construction bay being 
designated in FIG. 1 via the encircled reference letter 
“A,” “B," “C,” “D” and “E,” for the purpose ofidenti 
fication and clarity of description. 
A portion of each product construction bay “A,” 

“B,” “C,” “D” and “E” is disposed adjacent one of the 
building enclosure sides and encompasses at least one 
of the product door openings 74. As shown in FIG. 1, 
each of the product construction bays “A,” “B,” “C,” 
“D” and “E” are spaced a distance from the adjacent 
product construction bays forming framework material 
aisles 84 generally between each of the product con 
struction bays “A,” “B” and “C” disposed along the 
second side 64 of the building enclosure 60, between 
each of the product construction bays “D” and “E” 
spaced along the first side 62 of the building enclosure 
60 and between the product construction bays “A,” 
“B” and “C” spaced along the second side 64 and the 
product construction bays “D” and “E” spaced along 
the ?rst side 62 of the building enclosure 60. The 
framework material aisles 84 provide a means for com 
municating between each of the product construction 
bays “A,” “B,” “C,” “D” and “E” and an area 86 lo 
cated generally near the material door opening 80 and 
encompassed via one side of the product construction 
bays “A” and “E” and a portion of the building enclo 
sure sides 62 and 68, shown in FIG. 1. 
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6 
A sixth product construction bay could be formed in 

the area 86 and the material door opening 80 could be 
utilized in a manner similar to the utilization of the 
product door openings 74 during the operation of the 
method and apparatus of the present invention, in one 
form; however, the area 86 is utilized for general of?ce 
space, a material storage area and a carpentry shop or 
the like, in one preferred form of the invention as 
shown in FIG. 1. In this manner, various materials, 
components and assemblies or the like utilized to con 
struct the house framework can be transported from 
the area 86 to any one of the product construction bays 
“A,” “B,” “C,” “D” and “E” via the interconnected 
framework material aisles 84 and the progress and 
quality of the construction or manufacture of each of 
the house frameworks disposed within each of the 
product construction material bays “A,” “B,” “C,” 
“D” and “E” can be easily inspected in a relatively fast, 
efficient and economical manner utilizing the frame 
work material aisles 84 providing quick, easy access to 
each of the product construction bays “A,” “B,” “C,” 
“D” and “E” and the house framework being con 
structed therein. It should be noted that, although each 
of the product construction bays “A,” “B,” “C,” “D" 
and “B” have been outlined in dashed-lines in FIG. 1 
as de?ning a particular area within the building enclo 
sure 60, in actual practice the entire enclosed area 70 
within the building enclosure 60 is generally open, in 
one preferred form, and the product construction bays 
“A,” “B,” “C,” “D” and “E” are not de?ned nor 
formed via any particular structure other than line 
markings on the ?oor 72 in a manner commonly uti 
lized in product manufacturing plants to de?ne various 
areas and walkways. 
A plurality of inside support assemblies 88 are dis 

posed within the enclosed area 71]) of the building en 
closure 60, one of the inside support assemblies 88 
being more particularly disposed generally within each 
of the product construction bays “A," “B,” “C,” “D” 
and “E.” Each of the inside support assemblies 88 is 
constructed to support a house framework, the outline 
of a house framework being shown on each of the in 
side support assemblies 88 and each house framework 
being designated by the general reference numeral 90 
in FIG. 1 for the purpose of orientation and clarity of 
description. Each of the inside support assemblies 88 
includes a pair of support rails 92 (only the support 
rails 92 in the product construction bays “C,” “D” and 
“E” being designated by a reference numeral in the 
drawings for the purpose of clarity). The support rails 
92 are spaced a distance apart and extend generally 
parallel, each of the support rails being supported a 
predetermined distance generally above the floor 72 of 
the building enclosure 60 via a plurality of support 
blocks (not shown) in a manner similar to the support 
blocks shown and referred to in the Applicant’s co 
pending application entitled “APPARATUS FOR 
TRANSPORTING HOUSE STRUCTURES OR THE 
LIKE,” referred to before, and in a manner generally 
wellknown in the art. More particularly, the house 
framework 90 is constructed and supported on the sup 
port rails 92, the support rails 92 and the supporting 
support blocks (not shown) disposed thereunder sup 
porting each of the constructed house frameworks 90 
a predetermined distance above the ?oor 72 to facili 
tate the insertion of a portion of a trailer apparatus gen 
erally beneath the house framework 90 for removing 
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the house framework 90 from the construction bays 
“A,” “B,” “C," “D” and “E” via one of the product 
door openings 74, in a manner and for reasons to be 
made more apparent below. 
The apparatus of the present invention also includes 

a plurality of outside support assemblies 94 (only some 
of the outside support assemblies 94 being designated 
in FIG. 1 via a reference numeral for the purpose of 
clarity). Each of the outside support assemblies 94 is 
disposed generally within a product finishing area, each 
product finishing area being generally identi?ed in FIG. 
1 via one of the encircled numerals 1 through 20, inclu 
sive. 

Each of the outside support assemblies 94 includes a 
pair of the spaced parallel extending support rails 92 
(only the support rails 92 in the product ?nishing areas 
1, 10, 13 and 19 being designated via reference numer 
als in the drawings for the purpose of clarity). Each of 
the outside support assemblies 94 is constructed similar 
to the inside support assemblies 88 and the support 
rails 92 of each of the outside support assemblies 94 are 
supported a distance above the ground via a plurality 
of support blocks disposed thereunder (not shown) in 
a manner similar to that described before with respect 
to the inside support assemblies 88. 
Each of the outside support assemblies 94 is disposed 

generally near the building enclosure 60 and con 
structed to receive one of the house frameworks 90 re 
moved from the building enclosure 60 via a trailier ap 
paratus or the like, the trailer apparatus or the like re 
moving the house framework 90 from the building en 
closure 60 and disposing the house framework 90 on 
one of the outside support assemblies 94. The outside 
support assemblies are sized to support the house 
framework 90 thereon in a manner similar to the inside 
support assemblies 88 during the ?nishing of the house 
framework 90 supported thereon and each of the out 
side support assemblies 94 is further constructed to fa 
cilitate the inertion of a portion of the trailer apparatus 
or the like generally beneath the ?nished house struc 
ture in such a manner that the ?nished house structure 
can be removed from the supporting outside support 
assembly 94 and transported to a jobsite at a remote lo— 
cation via the trailer assembly or the like. It should be 
noted that only some of the dashed-line house frame 
works 90 supported on the outside support assemblies 
94 have been designated via a reference numeral for 
the purpose of clarity. 

In one preferred form and as shown in FIG. 1, 10 of 
the product ?nishing areas are disposed and spaced 
along a line generally parallel to the fourth side 68 of 
the building enclosure 60 and the other 10 of the prod 
uct ?nishing areas are disposed and spaced along a line 
generally parallel to the ?rst side 62 of the building en 
closure 60. The 10 product ?nishing areas, designated 
in the drawings via the encircled numerals 1 through 
10, inclusive, form a ?rst group 102, the product ?nish 
ing areas 1 through 10, inclusive, within the ?rst group 
102 being generally aligned and each product ?nishing 
area being spaced a distance from the adjacent prod 
uct ?nishing areas. The other ten product ?nishing 
areas 11 through 20, inclusive, are disposed generally 
along a line parallel to the first side 62 of the building 
enclosure 20 and form a second group 104 of product 
?nishing areas, each of the product ?nishing areas 
within the second group 104 being generally aligned 
and spaced a distance from the adjacent product ?nish 
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8 
ing areas, in a manner similar to that described before 
with respect to the ?rst group 102. 
The product ?nishing areas 1 through 10 in the ?rst 

group 102 and the product ?nishing areas 11 through 
20 within the second group 104 are each spaced a dis 
tance 100 from the building enclosure 20, the space be 
tween the product ?nishing areas 1 through 10 of the 
first group 102 and the space between the product ?n 
ishing areas 1 1 through 20 of the second group 104 de 
?ning a ?nishing material aisle 106 sized to accommo 
date the transportation of the house frameworks 90 
from the building enclosure 60 to one of the predeter 
mined outside support assemblies 94 and to accommo 
date forklift vehicles or the like transporting various 
?nishing materials to the product ?nishing areas 1 
through 20, inclusive, during the operation of appara 
tus of the plant site 50, in a manner which will be made 
more apparent below. 

In a preferred form, each of the product construction 
bays and, more particularly, each of the inside support 
assemblies 88 disposed within the product construction 
bays is identi?ed via a unique inventory indicia such as 
the letters “A,” “B,” “C,” “D” and “E,” for example. 
Also, in a preferred form, each of the product ?nishing 
areas and, more particularly, each of the outside sup 
port assemblies 94 is also designated via a unique in 
ventory indicia such as the numerals 1 through 20, in 
clusive, shown encircled in FIG. 1. Thus, each of the 
product construction bays is identi?ed via an inventory 
indicia distinct from the identifying inventory indicia 
identifying each of the outside support assemblies 94, 
thereby uniquely maintaining the construction identi? 
ability of each ?nished house structure at each stage of 
the manufacturing process utilizing the plant site appa 
ratus of the present invention. For example, each of the 
house frameworks 90 constructed within the building 
enclosure 60 is identi?able via the inventory indicia 
“A,” “B,” “C,” “D” and “E” corresponding to the 
product construction bay within which the particular 
house framework 90 is located and, assuming the house 
framework 90 constructed within the product con 
struction bay “A” is transported and supportingly dis 
posed upon the outside support assembly 94 within the 
product ?nishing area 7, this particular building struc 
ture can be identi?ed via the inventory indicia “A7” 
indicating that the ?nished house structure framework 
was constructed within the product construction bay 
“A” and the ?nishing of this particular house structure 
was effected within the product ?nishing area 7, 
thereby providing an ef?cient method for maintaining 
inventory control and identifying various work crews 
responsible for the completed house structures. 

It should further be noted that it generally requires 
more time to complete the various ?nishing operations 
as compared to the time required to construct the 
house frameworks. Further, during the finishing opera 
tions, it is necessary that the particular crews be sched 
uled according to the particular type of ?nishing work. 
For example, it is desirable to have the sheetrock or 
wood paneling installed prior to carpeting the ?oors. 
Utilizing the plant site apparatus of thepresent inven 
tion, the scheduling of the ?nishing work can be ac 
complished without interfering with the manufacture of 
the house framework or without requiring additional 
space within the building enclosure for storing a house 
framework until a particular ?nishing operation can be 
?nalized, thereby allowing a more efficient and eco 
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nomical product flow, work plan operation and a more 
efficient and more economical utilization of the plant 
facilities. 

In one preferred form, the apparatus of the present 
invention, more particularly, includes a predetermined 
number of outside support assemblies 94 at least sub 
stantially equal to the number of inside house support 
assemblies 88 multiplied by the ratio of the period of 
time required to complete the ?nishing of each house 
framework to the period of time required to construct 
the house framework, thereby providing sufficient out 
side support assemblies 94 for supporting the house 
frameworks 90 constructed within the building enclo 
sure 60 and subsequently removed to and supported via 
one of the outside support assemblies 94. For example, 
assuming that, in a particular plant operation, each 
house framework 90 requires on the average a period 
of time approximately equal to 4 days for the construc 
tion thereof and, further assuming that it requires a pe 
riod of time substantially equal to twenty days to ?nish 
the constructed house framework, then a plant site ap 
paratus constructed in accordance with the present in 
vention having ?ve product construction bays, such as 
the five product constructionrbays “A,” “B,” “C,” “D” 
and “E,” shown in FIG. 1, would require approximately 
20 product ?nishing areas, such as the product ?nish 
ing areas generally designated via the encircled numer 
als 1 through 20, inclusive, in FIG. 1, for receiving and 
supporting the constructed house frameworks 90. 

In this example, each product construction bay es~ 
sentially has associated therewith four product finish 
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ing areas and, after the manufacturing and production \ 
processes have leveled to a steady ?ow type of opera 
tion, the house frameworks supported within one of the 
four product ?nishing areas would be ?nished at ap 
proximately the same time as one house framework is 
constructed within the building enclosure. Thus, utiliz 
ing the apparatus of the present invention, the house 
frameworks can be constructed within the building en 
closure 60 and, when each framework construction has 
been completed within the building enclosure 60, an 
outside support assembly 94 within one of the product 
?nishing areas is available for receiving and supporting 
that particular constructed house framework, thereby 
reducing the period of time during which a particular 
house structure is located or stored within the enclosed 
space 70 of the building enclosure 60 and thus reducing 
the total area of the enclosed space 60 required for a 
particular plant site constructed to produce a predeter 
mined number of ?nished house structures per period 
of time. I 

It should be particularly noted that the outside sup 
' port assemblies ‘94 within the ?rst group 102 are spaced 
a predetermined distance 108 from the west boundary 
line 58 and the outside support assemblies 94 within 
the second group 104 are disposed generally adjacent 
or near the north boundary line 52 or, in other words, 
the outside support assemblies 94 of the second group 
104 are each spaced a minimum distance from the 
north boundary line 52 of the plant site 50. This partic 
ular arrangement is important with respect to loading 
and unloading some types of house structures in that 
some of the manufactured house structures can only be 
loaded on a trailer apparatus or the like from one end 
(sometimes called the “load end” of the house struc 
ture). I 
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An ingress and egress space is provided between one 

end of the ?rst group 102 and one end of the second 
group 104 of the outside support assemblies 94, the in 
gress and egress space being designated via the refer 
ence numeral 110 in FIG. 1. The ?rst and the second 
group 102 and 104 of the outside support assemblies 94 
are spaced such that the ingress and egress space 110 
is of a sufficient size to provide access to the building 
enclosure 60. 

OPERATION OF FIG. 1 

The apparatus of the present invention located and 
constructed within the plant site 50 is particularly con 
structed and positioned to facilitate the construction of 
house structures to be transported and installed at a re 
mote jobsite via a trailer apparatus or the like. One 
trailer apparatus which is constructedfor removing 
house frameworks and ?nished house structures from 
the support assemblies and transporting the house 
structures either to various predetermined locations 
within the plant site 50 or for transporting the com 
pleted house structure to a remote jobsite for installa 
tion on a foundation was disclosed in detail in the Ap 
plicant’s co-pending application entitled “APPARA~ 
TUS FOR TRANSPORTING HOUSE STRUCTURES 
OR THE LIKE,” ?led on Dec. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 
314,806, referred to before. The construction and 
operation of the trailer apparatus for moving the frame~ 
works from the building enclosure 60 and positioning 
the frameworks in a supported position on one of the 
outside support assemblies 94 and subsequently remov 
ing one of the ?nished house frameworks 90 from one 
of the outside support assemblies 9'4 to a remote jobsite 
for installation was also described and disclosed in the 
Applicant’s co-pending application. ‘ 
After the building enclosure 60 has been constructed 

and the inside support assemblies 88 positioned therein 
cooperating to form the product construction bays 
“A,” “B,” “C,” “D” and “E,” and, after the outside 
support assemblies 94 have been positioned and ori 
ented about the building enclosure 60 forming the 
product finishing areas 1 through 20, inclusive, the 
house‘frameworks 90 are constructed within the build 
ing enclosure 60, one house framework being con 
structed generally within each of the product construc 
tion bays “A,” “B,” “C,” “D” and “E” and supported 
on the inside support assembly 88 located therein. 
When the construction of one of the house frameworks 
90 within one of the product construction bays “A,” 
“B,” “C,” “D” and “E” has been completed, the slid 
ing doors 78 of the product door opening 74 encom 
passed via a portion of the product construction bay 
hving the completed house framework 90 supported 
therein are moved to an opened position, and a trailer 
apparatus or the like is maneuvered through the open 
ing provided via the product door opening 74 to a posi 
tion wherein a, portion of the trailer apparatus or the 
like is disposed generally beneath the constructed 
house framework 90 (three trailer assemblies are 
shown in FIG. 1 in dashed-lines disposed at various lo 
cations for the purpose of clarity of description, each 
of the three trailer apparatus shown in FIG. 1 being 
designated via the general reference numeral 112). 
Assuming that the'house framework 90 constructed 

and disposed within the product construction bay “A” 
has been completed, for example, the trailer apparatus 
112 is maneuvered through the opening in the second 
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wall 64 provided via the product door opening 74 dis 
posed within the product construction bay “A” to a 
position wherein a portion of the trailer apparatus 112 
is disposed beneath the constructed house framework 
90 in the product construction bay “A,” as diagram 
matically indicated in FIG. 1. The trailer apparatus 112 
is then positioned to lift the house framework 90 from 
the inside support assembly 88 within the product con 
struction bay “A” and subsequently remove the con 
structed house structure 90 from the product construc 
tion bay “A” through the poduct door opening 74 in a 
general direction 114, thereby removing the con 
structed house framework 90 from the product con 
struction bay “A” so that another house framework 90 
can be constructed within the product construction bay 
£‘A‘7, 
After the trailer apparatus 112 has removed the con 

structed house framework 90 from the product con 
struction bay “A,” the trailer apparatus is then maneu 
vered and positioned to dispose the removed house 
framework 90 on one of the outside support assemblies 
94 within one of the product ?nishing areas 1 through 
20, inclusive. For example, the trailer apparatus 112 
can be maneuvered and positioned to dispose the re 
moved house framework 90 in a supporting position 
generally on the outside support assembly 94 of the 
product ?nishing area 1. In this example, the trailer ap 
paratus 112 having the house framework 90 supported 
thereon is aligned with the outside support assembly 
94 and moved in a general direction 116 through the 
outside support assembly 94 to a position wherein the 
completed house framework 90 is disposed generally 
above the outside support assembly 94 of the product 
?nishing area 1 in a position, as diagrammatically indi 
cated in FIG‘. 1. In this position, the trailer apparatus 
112 is positioned to lower the completed house frame 
work 90 onto the outside support assembly 94in a sup 
porting position thereon. 
After the trailer apparatus 112 has disposed the con 

structed house framework 90 on the outside support 
assembly 94 within the product ?nishing area 1, the 
trailer apparatus 112 is then maneuvered in a general 
direction 118 removing the trailer apparatus from be 
neath the house framework 90, the trailer apparatus 
112 being maneuvered generally within the space de 
?ned via the distance 108 between the west boundary 
line 58 and the ?rst group 102 of outside support as 
semblies 94. The trailer apparatus 112 is then backed, 
maneuvered and positioned beneath a ?nished house 
framework 90 supported on one of the outside support 
assemblies 94 disposed within one of the produce ?n 
ishing areas 2 through 10, inclusive, or backed and ma 
neuvered into a position wherein a portion of the trailer 
apparatus 112 is disposed generally beneath one of the 
?nished house structures 90 supported on one of the 
outside support assemblies 94 located within one of the 
product finishing areas 11 through 20, inclusive. 
Assuming the ?nished house framework 90 in the 

product ?nishing area 13 is to be removed, the trailer 
apparatus 112 is maneuvered in the general direction 
120 disposing a portion of the trailer apparatus 112 be 
neath the house framework 90 supported within the 
product finishing area 13. The trailer apparatus 112 is 
then positioned to lift and raise the house framework 
90 from the outside support assembly 94 of the product 
?nishing area 13. After the house framework 90 has 
been lifted from its supporting engagement with the 
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outside support assembly 94, and supported on a por 
tion of the trailer apparatus 112, the trailer apparatus 
112 is then manuevered in a general direction 122 re 
moving the ?nished house structure from the product 
?nishing area 13, the trailer apparatus 112 being fur 
ther maneuvered through the ingress and egress space 
110 transportingly carrying the ?nished, completed 
house structure to a remote jobsite for installation. 
Thus, the outside support assemblies 94 of the ?rst 

group 102 are positioned with respect to the building 
enclosure 60 and with respect to the west boundary line 
58 such that the trailer apparatus can be moved 
through the outside support assemblies 94 and posi 
tioned for unloading the house framework 90 within 
one of the product ?nishing areas 1 through 10, inclu 
sive, and such that the trailer 112 can further be ma 
neuvered within the space formed via the distance be 
tween the ?rst group 102 and the west‘ boundary line 
58 and subsequently backed into a loading position dis 
posing a portion of the trailer apparatus 112 beneath 
one of the ?nished house structures supported on one 
of the other outside support assemblies 94 of the ?rst 
group 102. Thus, the outside support assemblies 94 of 
the ?rst group 102 are each positioned with respect to 
the building enclosure 60 and with respect to the west 
boundary line 58 of the plant site 50 such that the ?n 
ished house structure supported within any one of the 
product ?nishing areas 1 through 10, inclusive, can be 
picked up or loaded onto the trailer apparatus 112 
from either end of the housing structure 90 via maneu 
vering the trailer apparatus either in the space provided 
generally between the first group 102 and the west 
boundary line 58 formed via the distance 108 therebe 
tween or by maneuvering the trailer apparatus 1 12 gen 
erally within the ?nishing material aisle 106 between 
the ?rst group 102 and the building enclosure 60. This 
particular positioning of the first group 102 of the prod 
uct ?nishing areas 1 through 10, inclusive, is particu 
larly desirable for facilitating the loading and the un 
loading of house structures constructed to be loaded 
from either end or for facilitating the loading and un 
loading of house structures constructed such that they 
can only be loaded onto a trailer apparatus or the like 
from one so-called “load end” of the house structure. 
The outside support assemblies 94 of the second group 
104 are positioned near the north boundary line 52 of 
the plant site 50 such that the trailer apparatus 112 
must be maneuvered within the product material ?nish 
ing aisle 106 to load and unload house structures from 
any one of the product ?nishing areas 11 through 20, 
inclusive. 
During the manufacture of the house frameworks 90 

within the building enclosure 60, various carpentry and 
small component or sub-assembly type operations are 
carried on generally within the area 86, various compo 
nents and sub-assemblies of the house frameworks con 
structed within the product construction bays “A,” 
“B,” “C,” “D” and “E” being transported generally 
from the area 86 to particular product construction 
bays utilizing the framework material aisles 84, thereby 
facilitating the flow of material generally within the 
building enclosure 60 and increasing the production 
ef?ciency of each of the house frameworks 90 con 
structed within product construction bays “A,” “B,” 
“C,” “D" and “E.” Further, the framework material 
aisles 84 are utilized by inspectors for inspecting the 
quality and progress of the construction work being 
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carried on in’ the product construction bays “A,” “B,” 
“C,” “D” and “E,” the inventory indicia associated 
with each of the product construction bays, that is, the 
inventory indicia “A,” “B," “C,” “D” and “E,” being 
utilized .by the inspector to uniquely identify the partic 
ular house'iframework 90 for inventory, production and 
quality control purposes. 
As soon as the house framework 90 has been con 

structed within one‘ of the product construction bays 
“A,” “B,” “C,” “D” and 37 E,” it is removed and sup 
portingly disposed within one of the product ?nishing 
areas 1 through 20, inclusive, where the house frame 
work 90 remains in a supported position during the ?n 
ishing of the house framework. The ?nished house 
structure is then transported to a remote location for 
installation at a jobsite. It is particularly signi?cant to 
note that the method and apparatus of the present in 
vention utilize a trailer apparatus for removing the 
house frameworks 90 from the building enclosure 60, 
positioning the removed house frameworks 90 within 
the product ?nishing areas, and removing the ?nished 
house structures from vthe product ?nishing areas for 
transporting to a jobsite, thereby maximizing the utili 
zation of a trailer apparatus in a manner facilitating the 
product flow within the plant facility and from the plant 
facility to provide a more efficient and more economi-‘ 
cal overall production operation. 
During the operation of the method and apparatus of 

the present invention, the finishing material aisles 106 
generally between the ?rst group 102 and the second 
group 104 of the product ?nishing areas 1 through 20, 
inclusive, are also utilized for delivering the various ?n 
ishing materials, components and sub-assemblies to the 
house structures supported withineach of the product 
?nishing areas 1 through 20, inclusive, via a forklift 
type of vehicle or the like. The ?nishing material aisles 
106 provide a continuous space between the building 
enclosure 60 and the product ?nishing areas 1 through 
20, inclusive, so that the various ?nishing materials can 
be delivered to preselected product ?nishing areas in a 
faster, more ef?cient and more economical manner. It 
should also be noted that the space provided via the fin 
ishing material aisle 106 is also utilized during one as 
pect of the operation of the method and apparatus of 
the present invention for inspecting the work quality 
and progress at each of the product ?nishing areas‘ 1 
through 20, inclusive, the inspection being accom— 
plished in a faster, more economical manner since the 
finishing material aisle 106 provides a continuous space 
from which the house‘frameworks 90 supported within 
the various product ?nishing areas 1 through 20, inclu 
sive, can be easily and quickly observed via a single in 
spector. 

, EMBODIMENT OF FIG. 2 

Shown in FIG. 2 is a modi?ed plant site 50a enclosed 
within ‘boundary lines 52a, 54a, 56a and 58a, the plant 
site 50a being constructed for operation in a manner 
similar to that described in detail before with respect to 
the apparatus of the plant site 50 shown in FIG. 1. A 
building enclosure 60a is disposed within the plant site 
50a, the ‘building enclosure 60a being constructed simi 
lar to the building enclosure 60, shown in FIG 1, and 
‘described in detail before, the salient difference being 
that the ‘?rst and the second sides 62a and 64a each in 
clude extended side portions 130.‘ More particularly, 
one of the extended side portions 130 is connected ad 
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jacent each end of the side 62a and one extended side 
portion 130 is connected and extends from each end of 
the second side 64a, thereby extending the width of the 
building enclosure 60a generally between the opposite 
sides 66a and 68a. Further, the opposite sides 66a and 
68a each include a plurality of spaced product door 
openings 74 formed therethrough, each of the product 
door openings 74 having sliding doors 78 disposed and 
supported therein, in a manner similar to that described 
with respect to the product door openings 74 and the 
sliding doors 78 formed through the ?rst and the sec 
ond side 62 and 64 shown in FIG. 1. 

In one preferred embodiment, the building enclosure 
60a is initially constructed to include the extended side 
portions 130 and the product door opening 74 formed 
through the third and the fourth sides 66a and 68a, re 
spectively, and, in one other preferred form, the build 
ing enclosure at a particular plant site can be initially 
constructed similar to the building enclosure 60, shown 
in FIG. 1 and described in detail before, and the sides 
66 and 68 of the building enclosure 60 can subse 
quently be removed, the extended side portions 130 in 
stalled and constructed and the modified third and 
fourth sides 66a and 68a can then be constructed with 
a product door opening 74 formed therethrough to exw 
pand the plant facility and form the building enclosure 
60a. Thus, the building enclosure and apparatus of the 
plant site of the‘present invention .are also constructed 
such that the plant facilities are easily expanded to 
compensate for increased production requirements, 
the building enclosures and‘ apparatus of the present 
invention also being constructed in a manner requiring 
a reduced permanent facility investment so that tempo 
rary decreases in plant production have a substantially 
lessened effect on the overall pro?t-making capability 
of the plant facilities, an important consideration in the 
modular house structure industry. 
The building enclosure 60a is thus constructed and 

operates in a manner similar to that described before 
with respect to the building enclosure 60 of FIG. 1, one 
other difference being that the building enclosure 60a 
has an increased area encompassed via the enclosed 
space ‘70 for accommodating ‘six. additional product 
construction bays, the additional product construction 
bays being designated in FIG. 2 via the encircled letter 
references “F,” “G,” “H,” “I,” “J” and “K.” Each of 
the product construction bays “A," “B,” “C,” “D,” 
“E,” “F,” “G,” “H,” “I,” “J” and “K” are formed in 
a manner similar to the product construction bays 
within the building enclosure 60, shown in FIG. 1 and 
described in detail before, each of the product con 
struction bays “A,” “B,” “C,” “D,” “E,” “F,” “G,” 
“H,” “I,” “J” and “K” of the building enclosure 60a 
de?ning a space and having a portion encompassing 
one of the product door openings 74 and each being 
spaced to provide framework material aisles 84 extend 
ing therebetween (the outline of each of the product 
construction bays “A,” “B,” “C,” “D,” “E,” “F,” “G,” 
“H,” “l," “J” and “K” not being shown nor designated 
in FIG. 2 for the purpose of clarity, particularly since 
the construction and operation ‘thereof corresponds to 
the construction and ‘the operation of the product con 
struction bays of the building enclosure 60 shown in 
FIG. 1 and described in detail before). 
The modi?ed apparatus disposed, constructed and 

operating within the plant site 50a. also includes ‘twenty 
additional product ?nishing areas, the additional prod 
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uct finishing areas being designated in FIG. 2 via the 
reference numerals 21 through 40, inclusive, and the 
area encompassed by the house framework 90 sup 
ported within each of the additional product ?nishing 
areas being generally designated in FIG. 2 via a dashed 
line (only some of the house frameworks 90 being indi 
cated via a reference numeral in FIG. 2). The addi 
tional product ?nishing areas 21 through 30, inclusive, 
are generally aligned and extend along the third side 
66a of the building enclosure 60a generally parallel 
thereto and spaced the predetermined distance 100 
therefrom, thereby providing an extended additional 
portion of the ?nishing material aisle 106 generally be 
tween the product ?nishing areas 21 through 30, inclu 
sive, and the third side 66a of the building enclosure 
60a. The product ?nishing areas 21 through 30 form a 
third group 132. Further, the additional product ?nish 
ing areas 21 through 30 are spaced a predetermined 
distance 108 from the east boundary line 56a, thereby 
providing a plurality of product ?nishing areas posi 
tioned and cooperating to facilitate the loading and un 
loading of constructed house frameworks and ?nished 
house structures in a manner similar to that described 
before with respect to the ?rst group 102 of product 
?nishing areas 1 through 10, inclusive, as shown in 
FIGS. 1 and described in detail before. 
The additional product finishing areas 31 through 40, 

inclusive, are generally aligned and extend generally 
parallel with the second side 64a of the building enclo 
sure’ 60a, the additional product ?nishing areas 31 
through 40, inclusive, forming the fourth group 134. 
The fourth group 134 has one end portion disposed 
generally near the south boundary line 54a, in a man 
ner and‘ for reasons similar to that described before 
with respect to the second group 104 of product ?nish 
ing areas 11 through 20, inclusive, as shown in FIGS. 
1 and 2 and as described in detail before with respect 
to FIG. 1. The fourth group 134 of product ?nishing 
areas 31 through 40, inclusive, are also spaced the pre 
determined distance 100 from the second side 64a of 
the building enclosure 60a thereby providing yet an 
other additional or extended portion of the ?nishing 
material aisle 106, the ?nishing material aisle 106 of 
the plant site 50a extending generally about the entire 
outer periphery of the building enclosure 60a formed 
by the wall 59 thereof. ~ 
The apparatus of. the plant site 50a will operate in a 

manner substantially similar to the apparatus described 
before with respect to the plant site 50, as shown in 
FIG. 1. The house frameworks are constructed within 
the product construction bays “A,” “B,” “C,” “D,” 
“E,” “F,” “G,” “H,” “I,” “J” and “K” within the build 
ing enclosure 60a and, when a particular house frame 
work has been completed, the house framework is re 
moved from the product construction bay and support 
ingly disposed on one of the outside support assemblies 
(not shown in FIG. 2) within one of the product ?nish 
ing areas 1 through 40, inclusive. The additional prod 
uct ?nishing areas also include the inventory indicia as 
sociated therewith so that the house framework and the 
?nished house structure can be uniquely identi?ed at 
the various stages of construction within the plant facil 
ities and after the ?nished house structure has been 
transported and installed at the jobsite, in a manner and 

~ for reasons similar to that described before with respect 
to FIG. 1. 
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Changes may be made in the construction and the 

operation of the various components and assemblies 
and in the various steps of the present invention as de 
scribed herein without departing from the spirit and the 
scope of the invention as de?ned in the following 
claims. ' 

What is claimed is: 
1. Apparatus for constructing house structures of the 

type to be transported to a jobsite via a trailer appara 
tus or the like for installation, the house structures in 
cluding a house framework and ?nishing, the apparatus 
comprising: 
a building enclosure having a wall de?ning an en 
closed space and forming a portion of an outer pe 
riphery of the building enclosure, and more than 
one product door opening formed through portions 
of the building enclosure wall, each product door 
opening de?ning an opening through the building 
enclosure wall of a size suf?cient to accommodate 
the removal of a house framework therethrough via 
a portion of a trailer apparatus or the like, more 

»- than one product construction bay de?ned within 
a portion of the enclosed space, each product con 
struction bay having a portion disposed adjacent 
and encompassing at least one of the product door 
openings; 
plurality of inside support means, one inside sup 
port means disposed within each product construc 
tion bay and each inside support means con 
structed for supporting a house framework con 
structed thereon; and 
plurality of outside support means, each outside 
support means disposed near the building enclo 
sure and spaced a predetermined distance there 
from, and each outside support means constructed 
for receiving and supporting a house framework 
removed from one of .the product construction 
bays via the trailer apparatus or the like during the 
?nishing of the removed house framework. 

2. The apparatus of claim 1 de?ned further to include 
a predetermined number of outside support means at 
least substantially equal to the number of inside sup 
port means multiplied .by the ratio of the period of time 
required to complete the ?nishing of each house frame 
work to the period of time required to construct each 
house framework within the building enclosure, 
thereby providing suf?cient outside support means sup 
porting the house frameworks constructed within the 
building enclosure and subsequently removed to and 
supported via the outside support means. 

3. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the predeter 
mined distance between the outside support means and 
the building enclosure de?nes a ?nishing material aisle 
of a size sufficient to accommodate the transporting of 
?nishing materials to the outside support means. 

4. The apparatus of claim 3 wherein the building en 
closure is generally rectangularly shaped, and the 
building enclosure wall includes: a ?rst side, a second 
side, a third side and a fourth side, the sides intercon 
nected to form the wall of the rectangularly shaped 
building enclosure; and wherein some of the product 
door openings are formed through the first side and 
some of the remaining product door openings are 
formed through the second side, the second side being 
disposed generally opposite the ?rst side, and wherein 
the adjacent product construction bays along the ?rst 
side are spaced apart a predetermined distance, the ad 
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jacent product construction bays along the second side 
are spaced apart a predetermined distance and the 
product construction bays along the first side are 
spaced a predetermined distance from the product con 
struction bays along the second side, the spacings be 
tween the product construction bays within the build 
ing enclosure forming an interconnected framework 
material aisle of a size suf?cient to accommodate the 
transporting of framework material to each of the prod 
uct construction bays. 

5. The apparatus of claim 4 defined further to include 
product door openings formed through portions of the 
third and the fourth sides of the building enclosure, the 
product construction bays along the third side being 
spaced apart a predetermined distance and spaced a 
predetermined distance'from the adjacent portions of 
the product construction bays along the ?rst and the 
second sides, and the product construction bays along 
the fourth side being spaced apart a predetermined dis 
tance and spaced a predetermined distance from the 
adjacent portions of the product construction bays 
along the ?rst andthe second sides, the spacings be 
tween the product construction bays within the build 
ing enclosure forming the interconnected framework 
material aisle. 

6. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein some of the out 
side support means are de?ned further as being dis 
posed and constructed providing access via the oppo 
site ends thereof for the trailer apparatus to accomo 
date the loading and the unloading of the house struc 
tures. 

7. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein some of the out 
side support means are disposed in a ?rst group ori 
ented in substantial alignment extending generally par 
allel to a portion of the building enclosure wall; and 
some others of the outside support means are disposed 
in a second group oriented in substantial alignment ex 
tending generally parallel to another portion of the 
building enclosure wall. 

8. The apparatus of claim 7 wherein some others of 
the outside support means are disposed in a third group 
oriented in substantial alignment extending generally 
parallel to yet another portion of the building enclosure 
wall and the remaining outside support means are dis 
posed in a fourth group oriented in substantial align 
ment extending generally parallel to still another por 
tion of the building enclosure wall. 

9. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein each outside 
support means is disposed generally within a separate 
area, each separate area de?ning a product finishing 
area, and wherein each product ?nishing area and each 
product construction bay is identi?ed via a unique in 
ventory indicia for maintaining the identi?ability of 
each house framework constructed within one of the 
product construction bays, ?nished within one of the 
product ?nishing areas and subsequently transported to 
the jobsite for installation. 

10. A method for constructing house structures, in 
cluding the house framework ‘and the ?nishing of the 
house framework to form the house structure, for 
transporting and installing at a jobsite, wherein the 
house framework and the house structure are each 
movable via a trailer apparatus or the like, the method 
comprising the steps of: 
constructing the house framework in a product con 

struction bay located generally within a building 
‘a enclosure; 
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moving the constructed house framework from the 

building enclosure to a product?nishing area dis 
posed near and spaced a distance from the building 
enclosure; 

supporting the house framework at a predetermined 
position within the product ?nishing area; and 

?nishing the house framework to form the completed 
house structure for subsequent removal and instal 
lation at a jobsite. ‘ 

11. The method of claim 10 de?ned further to in 
clude the step of: 

identifying each product construction bay and each 
product ?nishing area with a unique inventory indi 
cia for maintaining the identi?ability of each house 
framework and ?nished house structure. 

12. A method for constructing house structures, in 
cluding the house framework and the ?nishing of the 
house framework to form the completed house struc 
ture‘, for transporting and installing at a jobsite, wherein 
the house framework and the ?nished house structure 
are each movable via a trailer apparatus or the like, the 
method comprising the steps of: 
constructing the house frameworks generally within 
a building enclosure; . ' 

moving a portion of the trailer apparatus or the like 
beneath a constructed house framework; 

supporting the constructed house framework on a 
portion of the trailer apparatus or the like; 

transporting the constructed house framework from 
the building enclosure via the trailer apparatus or 
the like to a product ?nishing area located a prede 
termined distance from the building enclosure; 

unloading the house framework at a predetermined 
product finishing area; 

?nishing the house frameworks supported within the 
product ?nishing areas; 

moving a portion of the trailer apparatus or the like 
beneath a predetermined ?nished house structure 
disposed within a predetermined product ?nishing 
area; 

supporting the ?nished house structure on a portion 
of the trailer apparatus or the like; and 

transporting the ?nished house structures to a prede 
termined jobsite for installation. 

13. A method for constructing house structures for 
installation at a remote jobsite utilizing a trailer appara 
tus or the like, the house structures including a house 
framework and the ?nishing of the house framework to 
form the completed house structure, the house frame 
work being constructed within a building enclosure and 
?nished within a product ?nishing area located at a 
predetermined distance remote from the building en 
closure, the method comprising the steps of: 
moving a portion of the trailer apparatus or the like 
beneath a portion of the constructed house frame 
works within the building enclosure; 

supporting the constructed house framework on a 
portion of the trailer apparatus or the like; 

transporting the constructed house framework from 
the building enclosure via the trailer apparatus or 
the like to a predetermined product ?nishing area; 

unloading the house framework in the predetermined 
product ?nishing area; 

moving a portion of the trailer apparatus or the like 
beneath a predetermined ?nished house structure 
disposed within a predetermined product ?nishing 
area; 

supporting the finished house structure on a portion 
of the trailer apparatus or the like; and 

transporting the ?nished house structure to a prede 
termined jobsite for installation. ‘ 

it * Ill * * 


